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Top Ten: Tables and Storage
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Life would be a cluttered chaos without a place to
stash your stuff. But too often, such essential, practical objects are unlovely, in the vein of an orthopedic shoe. We sifted through countless tables and
storage options to pinpoint pieces that check boxes
for both style and substance, and the results are
presented here. Coincidentally, many could stand
alone, unadorned, as handsome centerpieces.

BY TIFFANY JOW

VICTORIA WILMOTTE
DESIGNER, PLI TABLE FOR
CLASSICON
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Named for the verb plier—“to fold” in
French—the Pli table for ClassiCon by
designer Victoria Wilmotte features a
crystal top and a high-gloss, mirrored
stainless-steel base.
luminaire.com

“The folding process is a technique I use a lot in my work. You
could say it’s sort of a signature.
For the Pli table, we devised
a way to fold stainless steel
so that it reflects the atmosphere—and changes color—
without the viewer having to
move around it.”
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PATRICIA URQUIOLA
DESIGNER, L.A. SUNSET
TABLE FOR GLAS ITALIA
“ T h e i d e a fo r L . A . S u n s e t
originated from a necklace that
was given to me by my friend
Angela Missoni. It’s composed of
a series of circle pendants made
of resin, which create a beautiful
change of colors that reminded
me of a sunset in California. With
these tables, I tried to create the
same sensation with glass.”
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Numéro111, a design firm formed by three
childhood friends from Saint-Étienne,
France, created this bookcase for Ligne
Roset. Named Clyde, its slim, lacqueredsteel frame contrasts with thick MDF
shelves finished in a stained-oak veneer or
marble-effect ceramic stoneware.

The aptly named Bender coffee table,
designed by architect Rodolfo Dordoni
for Minotti, rocks a curvy, two-sided aluminum base: One has a light bronze satin
finish, while the other is the color of a
Richard Serra sculpture.

Patricia Urquiola has made many objects for
Glas Italia using nothing but—what else?—
glass. For the first time, she incorporates
a second material into a piece for the brand:
metal. Made of painted-blue tubes and
laminated glass, L.A. Sunset is a low, dreamy
table that evokes the magic of twilight.

Blu Dot’s Eeny Meeny Miny trays offer
three variously sized, tabletop-friendly
containers for objects of the handheld
variety. Made of bent veneered ash,
they’re great solo or stacked on top of
each other.

minotti.com

bludot.com

ligne-roset.com

ddcnyc.com
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CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT
DESIGNER, OPE SIDE
TABLE FOR COLLECTION
PARTICULIÈRE
“OPE is much more complicated than it seems. The table
is informed by the gesture of
a craftsman—specifically, by
the way he carves wood. We
used lacquer to create a monotone surface that emphasizes
the gloss.”
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Made of high-gloss lacquered wood,
Christophe Delcourt’s slick OPE side
table for Collection Particulière could be
mistaken for an acrylic stool—or a most
elegant tree stump.

When the late Australian-Italian architect
Paolo Piva introduced his Alanda coffee
table in the 1980s, it made a splash with its
geometric steel base, formed by hollow,
upside-down pyramids. B&B Italia reintroduced the design this year with a top in
transparent or smoky glass, shown here.

Argentinian architect Daniel Germani
created this low table as part of Solanas,
a series of modular indoor and outdoor
furniture for Spanish furniture brand Gandia
Blasco. Its warm, inviting shape is a reference to the designer’s favorite Uruguayan
beach—and his good-natured dad.

Giulio Cappellini, the celebrated art director
and founder of the Italian design brand that
shares his surname, decided to give his 2004
Gong table a new look by replacing the top
with a matte, multicolored faux-terrazzo one.
Presented in April during Salone del Mobile,
this version retains the pared-down elegance
of the original, but gives it a festive twist.

The humble serving tray informed Design
Within Reach’s Edged bedside table, created by Singapore- and New York–based
designer Gabriel Tan. He added a lip along
the edge to acknowledge the significance
of the objects that might be placed on its
walnut surface.

bebitalia.com

gandiablasco.com

avenue-road.com

dwr.com
cappellini.it
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